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A B S T R A C T   

In the present study, the concentration-dependent dielectric, electro-optical, and electrochemical properties of 
ZnCdTeS quantum dots (QDs) doped E7 nematic liquid crystal (NLC) mixtures were investigated. The dielectric 
permittivity components (ε‖ and ϵꓕ) and dielectric anisotropy (Δϵ = ε‖ − ϵꓕ) of NLC samples containing varied 
concentrations of ZnCdTeS QDs (i. e. 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1 wt%) were measured at various temperatures. 
In the nematic phase, the results demonstrated that ε‖ increases much more than ϵꓕ upon an increase in the 
concentration of ZnCdTeS QDs. Δϵ enhanced as the concentration of QDs increased, reaching a maximum at 0.50 
wt%, then decreased with further addition. Dielectric measurements revealed the formation of self-aligned QD 
arrays along the nematic director, which act similarly to multiple parallel capacitors in the NLC system. More-
over, electro-optical studies illustrated the significant effect of QDs doping on lowering the threshold voltage and 
response time. Interestingly, the optical switching-off time of NLC containing 0.50 wt% of the QDs decreased by 
~50% compared to that of the pure E7 sample. The reduced screening effect resulting from the QDs ion- 
capturing mechanism, enhanced effective intermolecular interactions, and increased dielectric anisotropy in 
the NLC system are the major factors responsible for the improved electro-optical characteristics. The impedance 
behavior of NLC cells was studied in the frequency range of 0.1 Hz–100 kHz. It indicated that the addition of 
ZnCdTeS QDs results in a remarkable increase of 96% in the electrical conductivity of the NLC system. 
Furthermore, the QDs doping significantly improved the NLC device’s charge capacitance. Such studies would 
undoubtedly be beneficial for designing next-generation tunable optoelectronic systems since QDs can be utilized 
for tuning the dielectric anisotropy, electro-optical characteristics, charge capacitance, and conductivity of NLCs.   

1. Introduction 

Liquid crystals (LCs) are materials having intermediate characteris-
tics between those of liquids and solids, exhibiting the hydrodynamic 
features of ordinary liquids and the anisotropic properties of crystalline 
solids [1‒3]. In particular, nematic LCs (NLCs) are the most commonly 
utilized in optoelectronic devices due to their outstanding 
electro-optical responses as well as lower power consumption [4‒7]. In 
the NLC phase, rod-like mesogens exhibit significant orientational cor-
relation instead of positional correlation. The long molecular axis in this 
phase tends to align in a direction called the director axis. The nematic 
director is affected by introducing various anchoring conditions at the 

substrates or applying an external electric, magnetic, or optical field. 
The reorientation of molecules in response to the external electric field 
exceeding a threshold value is known as the Fréedericksz transition [8]; 
it is the basic theory for applying LCs in display technology. 

Different LC operational modes, including vertical alignment [9], 
fringe-field switching [10], in-plane switching (IPS) [11], and twisted 
nematic (TN) [12], have been applied to enhance the performance of 
LCDs. Nevertheless, due to its simple design, acceptable brightness, fast 
response, and low operation voltage, the TN mode has been the most 
widely utilized commercial LCD mode [13]. Even though NLCs are the 
dominating materials in the display industry and switchable optical 
systems, the performance degradation tendency is a considerable 
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challenge for industrial applications [14]. The alignment layer and the 
NLC mixture used are the two main determinative parameters governing 
the performance of an NLC device. One of the most critical causes of 
poor performance for nearly all LCD modes is the existence of ionic 
impurities within LC devices arising from the LC materials, the align-
ment layers, the surrounding glue, and the filling procedure [15]. These 
ions in LCDs can result in image sticking and flickering, an increased 
threshold voltage (Vth), and an overall slow response, affecting image 
quality and switching. Three primary approaches have been adopted to 
overcome the issues caused by mobile ion impurities. Coating an 
ion-trapping layer onto the substrate and utilizing a novel NLC com-
pound with a low ionic concentration are two common strategies [16, 
17]. However, the third approach is modifying the structure of the NLC 
host by introducing various guest entities, including polymers [18], dyes 
[19], and nanomaterials [20]. Between these three, the last 
post-synthesis process is superior in convenience and cost-effectiveness. 

Various nanomaterials, including semiconducting nanoparticles 
(NPs) [20–24], metallic NPs [25], carbon nanotubes [26], and graphene 
[27], have been utilized to improve the electro-optic switching, dielec-
tric, phase transition, and other characteristics of NLC devices, making 
NLC mixtures more appropriate for practical applications. The NLC 
mixture should generally possess a low Vth, low viscosity, high dielectric 
anisotropy, and fast switching time. The faster response time and a 
reduced Vth of an NLC by doping the TiO2 NPs were found by Oh et al. 
[20]. It was reported that doping Fe2O3 NPs improves the electro-optical 
and dielectric characteristics of a weakly polar NLC [22]. Singh et al. 
also found that the presence of gold NPs lowers the nematic-isotropic 
phase transition temperature and enhances UV–visible absorbance as 
well as photoluminescence intensity [25]. In a recent work by Lee et al., 
carbon nanotubes and C60 were incorporated into 5CB or E7-filled NLC 
devices [26]. The results demonstrate a reduction in the Vth and an 
improvement in the switching performance compared to pure NLC. 
Additionally, adding graphene flakes into NLCs accelerates the 
electro-optical switching response considerably [27]. However, the 
large aggregation of these nanomaterials limits their utilization in LC 
devices [28]. 

Quantum dots (QDs) as dopants in LC systems are preferable to other 
nanomaterials in terms of synthesis, electronic features, and size uni-
formity. The exceptional quantum confinement and tunable band gap of 
QDs have boosted attention to their potential applications in various 
fields like optoelectronics [29], sensing [30], and biomedicine [31]. It 
has been found that the NLC medium induces the self-assembly of QDs. 
Basu and Iannacchione revealed by the dielectric characterization that 
in CdS QD doped 5CB NLC, the QDs are organized into one-dimensional 
structures parallel to the NLC’s director [32]. The formation process of 
self-assembled QDs in NLCs has been reported by many research groups 
[33‒36]. The high charge transfer features of QDs result in a remarkable 
interaction among QDs and NLC molecules, which improves the 
dielectric and electro-optical properties of NLC devices. Self-assembled 
QD arrays in the NLC cell provide new pathways to facilitate the 
charge transfer in the system, leading to an increased electrical con-
ductivity in the LC medium [37]. It has been reported that the addition 
of QDs improves the system’s electro-optical response by increasing the 
LC medium’s local polarizability. It becomes possible by the improved 
pathway of the barrier-free charge transfer of the QDs [38]. Addition-
ally, QDs have been utilized as electron acceptors in organic–inorganic 
mixtures. The application of an electric field across a QD-doped LC 
system induces charge transfer from the LC molecules to the QDs, 
therefore improving the memory characteristics of the LC system [39]. 
In the NLC mixtures doped with CdSe and CdTe QDs, Kinkead and 
Hegmann reported that LC-QD combinations can exhibit different 
alignment and electro-optical properties based on the size, capping 
agent, and percentage of the QDs. They demonstrated that introducing 
these QDs to the NLC reduces the host’s threshold voltages, rise time, 
and splay elastic constant [40]. Cho et al. found a significant decrease in 
Vth (14.8%), falling time (30%), and rising time (63.6%) of TN cells upon 

doping with graphene QDs [41]. Rastogi et al. investigated the memory 
response of NLCs doped with Cd1-xZnxS/ZnS QDs using dielectric and 
electro-optical measurements; Doping the QDs resulted in a significant 
increase in the memory parameter of NLC [42]. Recently, we demon-
strated that Ni:ZnCdS/ZnS QDs improve the charge transport as well as 
the bulk and double-layer capacitance of E7 NLC considerably [37]. 
Furthermore, these QDs enhance the dielectric anisotropy of the NLC 
device while reducing its Vth. Such multifunctional QDs can potentially 
improve the electro-optical response of NLCs, resulting in more suc-
cessful research in LC-based nanoscience and nanotechnology. There-
fore, it would be advantageous to conduct an in-depth study on QD-NLC 
composites to investigate the tunability of various physical features of 
doped NLC mixtures, which would ultimately benefit a wide range of 
optoelectronic systems. 

In this work, the impact of ZnCdTeS QDs on temperature-dependent 
dielectric anisotropy, Vth, switching-on and switching-off response 
times, and rotational viscosity is discussed in detail. An impedance 
spectroscopy study is also performed to investigate the electrophysical 
features of QD doped NLC samples in the bulk and near-alignment areas. 
The electrical conductivity, capacitance, ion mobility, and ion diffusion 
of NLCs containing various amounts of QDs are investigated. To the best 
of our knowledge, there is no report on using luminescent ZnCdTeS QDs 
as dopants to improve the electrochemical and electro-optical features of 
an NLC system. The results demonstrate that the addition of ZnCdTeS 
QDs significantly enhances the electro-optical response, electrical 
properties, and charge capacitance of E7 NLC. This research will be 
beneficial for the applications of optoelectronic systems. 

2. Experimental details 

2.1. NLC material used 

The host NLC utilized in this investigation is the E7 eutectic mixture 
(Merck). This multi-component eutectic NLC mixture consists of four 
cyanoparaphenylene derivatives: 51 wt% of 4-cyano-4′-pentylbiphenyl, 
25 wt% of 4′-heptyl-4-biphenylcarbonitrile, 16 wt% of 4′-n-oxyoctyl-4- 
cyanobiphenyl, and 8 wt% of 4-cyano-4′′-n-pentyl-terphenyl [43]. The 
birefringence of E7 NLC is approximately 0.21 at 27 ◦C, and its 
nematic-isotropic phase transition temperature is around 61 ◦C [37,43]. 
Because of its superior stability and high dielectric anisotropy at 
application-typical temperatures, the E7 mixture has attracted much 
attention in the theoretical and experimental investigations on NLCs 
[43,44]. 

2.2. Preparation and properties of ZnCdTeS QDs 

The red-emitting ZnCdTeS QDs used in this study have been prepared 
via a colloidal reflux method in a basic reaction medium based on our 
previous study [45]. Typically, specific amounts of ZnCl2, CdOAc, 
N-acetyl-L-cysteine (NAC), and trisodium citrate were dissolved in 100 
mL of deionized water. After it, the solution’s pH was fixed at 11.4 to 
reach red-emitting QDs. After transferring to a 3-necked/round bottom 
flask, freshly prepared NaHTe (by reducing Te in an excess amount of 
NaBH4 in deionized water) was quickly injected into the stirring reaction 
solution (the nominal molar ratios of precursors were Cd:Zn:NAC:SC:Te 
= 1:1.5:0.9:0.7:0.36). Finally, the reaction solution was heated to 100 ◦C 
and refluxed for 2 h. The finalized QDs in colloidal form were purified 
using an excess amount of acetone and centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 
15 min to make them suitable for further optoelectronic measurements. 
After a two-step washing process, they were dried overnight at room 
temperature. The average particle size of the synthesized QDs was ~4 
nm. As mentioned earlier [45], the PL emission peak is located at around 
618 nm with strong red emission and full-width at half maximum of 
about 52 nm, which all are promising results for such a simple and 
low-cost method, showing the excellent efficiency of the synthesis 
approach. The red emissive QDs were selected due to their narrower 
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bandgap energy and ability to be excited at longer wavelengths, facili-
tating interaction with NLC under a specific external field. 

2.3. Preparation of the LC sample cells 

Throughout this study, planar (homogeneous), TN, and homeotropic 
NLC cells were made to investigate various characteristics of NLC sam-
ples. Each LC cell comprises NLC material sandwiched between two 
indium-doped tin-oxide (ITO) glass substrates (typically 1.0 × 1.5 cm2). 
The planar alignment is achieved by covering these glass plates with a 
layer of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), followed by unidirectional mechanical 
rubbing with a soft cloth to obtain a high-quality, uniform alignment for 
NLC molecules. Similarly, glass substrates are coated with PVA and 
rubbed in one direction for TN alignment. However, the rubbing di-
rections on two ITO glasses are perpendicular, resulting in a 90-degree 
twist of the director from one surface to the other within the cell. For 
setting the homeotropic alignment, the ITO-coated substrates are treated 
with lecithin to align the LC molecules perpendicular to the surface of 
the glass plates [37,46]. For planar and homeotropic cells, the cell gap is 
fixed at 25 μm, whereas for TN cells, it is maintained at 9 μm. Using an 
optical technique based on the interference patterns of light reflected 
from the glass electrodes in each empty cell, the cells thickness was 
determined. ZnCdTeS QDs powder is disseminated in ethanol and son-
icated for 5 h to make a homogeneous solution. Then, various amounts 
of the produced solutions are added to E7 to make NLCs comprising 
0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1 wt% of the QDs. The mixtures are sonicated 
in an ultrasonic bath for 6 h while heated to achieve a uniform mixture. 
The ethanol applied to disperse QDs evaporates by placing the solution 
in a vacuum heat chamber at 90 ◦C. In the isotropic phase, NLCs con-
taining different concentrations of QDs are capillary injected into cells. 
A polarized optical microscope (POM) is utilized to investigate the 
dispersion uniformity of QDs in NLC material and the alignment ho-
mogeneity of NLC samples. The electric field is perpendicularly intro-
duced to the NLC device’s surface during all characterizations. 

2.4. Characterization techniques 

The dielectric investigations were performed utilizing an LCR meter 
(Instek LCR-8110G) with an accuracy of 0.005 and a cell temperature 
controller with a precision of 0.01 ◦C. The LCR meter functioned in 
parallel equivalent circuit mode at 10 kHz with a sinusoidal probe 
voltage of 100 mV, significantly below the NLC samples’ Vth. For each 
NLC material, ε‖, the parallel dielectric permittivity component, was 
obtained using a homeotropic cell. In contrast, the perpendicular 
component, εꓕ, was achieved by employing a cell with planar alignment. 
The capacitance values of both filled and empty cells were determined at 
various temperatures. The proportion of filled capacitance to empty 
capacitance was calculated to obtain the values of the dielectric per-
mittivities of NLC samples [23]. The transmittances versus wavelength 
of pure and ZnCdTeS QDs doped NLC samples were measured using a 
UV-spectrometer (Specord S600, Analytik Jena) to investigate the 
transparency of the NLC materials. As an incident light source, a He–Ne 
laser (5 mW; 632 nm) was utilized to obtain the electro-optical char-
acteristics of the prepared TN LC samples. The laser light falls of normal 
incidence on the TN cells placed between a pair of cross-polarizers. The 
transmitted light was monitored as a function of the voltage applied to 
TN cells or time using a photodiode connected to an oscilloscope. A DC 
square-wave voltage of 10 V (much higher than Vth) was applied to the 
cells to measure the time-dependent transmittance variation. The elec-
trochemical characteristics of NLC samples were investigated utilizing 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data examined using an 
Autolab PGSTAT302 N impedance analyzer with a frequency accuracy 
of 0.003%. EIS measurements were performed on pure and QDs doped 
planar cells under an excitation amplitude of 100 mV, which was sub-
stantially below the Freedericksz Vth, over the frequency range of 100 
mHz–0.1 MHz and at the temperature of 298 K. The EIS data were fitted 

to an appropriate electrical equivalent circuit (EEC) model utilizing 
Z-view software. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Dielectric study 

The impact of ZnCdTeS QDs on the molecular interactions in the NLC 
matrix can be better understood using dielectric measurements. Fig. 1 
demonstrates the temperature-dependent components of dielectric 
permittivity along and perpendicular to the nematic director for pure E7 
and ZnCdTeS QDs doped NLC samples at 10 kHz. The dielectric 
permittivity components of NLC mixtures can be split into sections 
associated with the nematic (ε‖ & ε⊥) and isotropic (εiso) phases. Main 
factors responsible for the temperature-dependent dielectric behavior of 
nanomaterial doped nematic systems are the shape and concentration of 
nano-dopants as well as the mutual interaction between nano-dopants 
and LC molecules [46]. For all NLC samples, the value of ε⊥ increases 
while ε‖ exhibits a decreasing trend with temperature. The behavior of 
pure E7 NLC dielectric components at various temperatures is consistent 
with the previous reports [37,47]. 

At 25 ◦C, when the concentration of ZnCdTeS QDs rises, the value of 
ε⊥ increases in a systematic manner. ε‖ of NLC devices rises with the 
addition of ZnCdTeS QDs up to 0.50 wt% and subsequently declines 
when the amount of QDs is increased further. Results reveal that in the 
nematic phase, adding ZnCdTeS QDs to the NLC results in a higher in-
crease in the value of ε‖ than ε⊥. Fig. 2a depicts the temperature- 
dependent dielectric anisotropy Δϵ for ZnCdTeS QDs doped NLC cells 
at the frequency of 10 kHz. In the nematic phase, when QDs are added to 
the NLC, Δε increases to attain a maximum at 0.50 wt%, then decreases 
with further increased concentration, as illustrated in Fig. 2b. The 
alignment states of NLC cells as a function of the doping concentration of 
ZnCdTeS QDs were investigated using the POM images (Fig. S1). Uni-
form LC alignments were obtained, indicating that the alignments were 
created correctly and the ZnCdTeS QDs were dispersed uniformly in the 
LC medium. When up to 0.50 wt% of ZnCdTeS QDs is added to the NLC, 
small aggregations appear that are difficult to see with the naked eye; 
however, more aggregations are appeared at concentrations greater 
than 0.75 wt%. 

It is worth mentioning that the polarity and orientation of the mol-
ecules are two primary factors in investigating the dielectric behavior of 

Fig. 1. Temperature-dependent parallel and perpendicular components of 
dielectric permittivity of NLC samples containing varied concentrations of 
ZnCdTeS QDs. 
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the NLCs. Adding nano-dopants to an orientated NLC system can modify 
these factors. Therefore, it is crucial to consider the dielectric permit-
tivity of nanomaterials and their effect on the orientation of the NLC 
molecules. If the dielectric permittivity of the nano-dopant is greater 
than that of the NLC, nanomaterial addition will increase the dielectric 
permittivity of the doped NLC mixture. Although ZnCdTeS QDs possess a 
smaller dielectric permittivity than the E7 NLC, the presence of QDs 
enhances the dielectric coefficients of QDs-NLC mixtures. On the other 
hand, individual QDs in an NLC medium do not exhibit dielectric 
anisotropy due to their spherical shape. According to the previous re-
ports [32,36], the excluded volume must be minimized to decrease the 
free energy in a QD‒LC system. Consequently, QDs effectively interact 
in the LC bulk to create arrays in a single direction parallel to the 
nematic director. The appropriate ordering and geometrical summation 
of the dielectric permittivity value of each ZnCdTeS QD in the aligned 
arrangement of the NLC will enhance dielectric permittivity in the QD‒ 
NLC samples. Our dielectric results confirm the formation of such QD 
arrays in the LC device. Due to their one-dimensional structure, 
self-aligned QD arrays are expected to behave similarly to multiple 
parallel capacitors, creating an additional dielectric anisotropy in the LC 
medium. Fig. 2c schematically depicts the possible formation of these 
self-assembled QD arrays in the homogenous and homeotropic NLC 
cells. For homeotropic cells, when up to 0.50 wt% of QDs are added, the 
QD arrays exhibit homeotropic alignment within the system and 
contribute their average parallel dielectric permittivity ε‖ (which is 
higher than ε⊥) to the NLC system, thereby increasing ε‖. At higher 
concentrations, however, QD aggregations cause local random disorders 
in the system and prevent a number of NLC molecules from aligning 
completely homeotropically in the cell, resulting in a decrease in the 
mean ε‖ of the system. QD arrays exhibit planar alignment for planar 
cells and contribute their average perpendicular dielectric permittivity 
to the system, leading to an increase in ε⊥. Planar-configured NLC 
molecules, which are perpendicular to the electric field, possess the 
lowest dielectric permittivity, ε = ε⊥. Therefore, if the NLC molecules 
deviate from their precisely aligned state in the planar cell, the system’s 
dielectric permittivity will increase. At QD concentrations greater than 

0.50 wt%, where QD aggregations begin, a portion of molecules lose 
their planar arrangement within the cell, resulting in a rise in the 
dielectric permittivity. Thus, ε⊥ increased systematically with increasing 
QD concentration up to 1 wt%. The difference between ε⊥ of the sample 
containing 0.50 wt% of QDs and that of the pure E7 sample is 0.35. 
Wheras, the addition of 0.50 wt% QDs increases ε‖ of the system by an 
amount of 2.70. The noticeable difference between ε⊥ and ε‖ variations 
confirms the formation of one-dimensional arrays along the nematic 
director. If the distribution of particles in the system were random, no 
difference between ε⊥ and ε‖ variations would be expected. 

In addition to the self-aligned QD arrays, the dipolar interaction 
mechanism between NLC and QD molecules can also lead to an 
increased dielectric anisotropy. The dipolar interactions among NLC 
molecules and ZnCdTeS QDs appear to enhance with the introduction of 
the QDs up to 0.50 wt%, leading to an increase in the system’s dielectric 
anisotropy. Three kinds of interaction maytake place in the NLC sam-
ples: (i) NLC‒NLC interaction, (ii) NLC‒QD interaction, and (iii) QD‒ 
QD interaction. The dominating interaction depends on the concentra-
tion of the QDs. While in pure E7 NLC, only interactions between NLC 
molecules occur, the other two interactions are included upon intro-
ducing the QDs into the NLC. When 0.50 wt% of QDs is added, the NLC‒ 
QD interaction appears more dominant than NLC‒NLC and QD‒QD 
interactions. However, the QD‒QD interaction dominates upon further 
addition of the QDs, probably leading to the aggregation of QDs in the 
NLC. On the other hand, ionic impurities in NLC samples might behave 
as guest particles and deform the LC molecule’s orientation, affecting 
the systems’ order. Δϵ is straightly related to the order parameter [48]; 
therefore, an increase in the order parameter will result in higher Δε in 
the NLC system. When ZnCdTeS QDs are added into NLC, the ionic 
impurities concentration decreases by adsorbing the ions on the surface 
of QDs, increasing the order parameter and, therefore, Δε of the NLC 
sample. However, at higher concentrations, the aggregation impact of 
QDs can dominate the ion-capturing effect, leading to a decreased order 
parameter. Table 1 lists the dielectric anisotropy of samples in the 
nematic phase (recorded at T = 25 ◦C). The dielectric anisotropy of the 
pure E7 NLC device is 11.89. The value of Δε increases to 14.25 on 

Fig. 2. (a) Temperature-dependent dielectric anisotropy for NLC samples containing varied concentrations of ZnCdTeS QDs, (b) the changes in dielectric anisotropy 
as a function of the QDs concentration at 25 ◦C, and (c) schematic representation of directed self-assembled QD arrays in homogeneous (planar) and homeotropic 
NLC cells. 
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adding ZnCdTeS QDs (0.50 wt%) to the NLC, while the dielectric 
anisotropy decreases to 12.61 at 1 wt%. Such a significant increase in 
dielectric anisotropy in the presence of a relatively small amount of QDs 
would undoubtedly benefit low-power NLC-based electro-optical 
devices. 

Besides, the Δε value of the NLC samples decreases with an increase 
in temperature. In this case, the system’s disorder rises at elevated 
temperatures, resulting in a reduced difference between ε‖ and ε⊥ and 
subsequent a reduction in dielectric anisotropy close to the phase tran-
sition temperature, as Fig. 2a shows. In the isotropic phase, Δε of the 
NLC samples approaches zero, as expected. Therefore, the system’s 
order parameter decreases to zero, and the QDs are uniformly scattered 
within the system. In other words, self-aligned QD arrays collapse as the 
temperature increases, and QDs become uniformly dispersed in the 
system. According to the obtained results, the clearing point of the NLC 
samples is not affected by the addition of ZnCdTeS QDs. The nematic- 
isotropic phase transition temperature (TN-I) of NLC samples contain-
ing varied concentrations of ZnCdTeS QDs was measured using differ-
ential scanning calorimetry (DSC) at a scan rate of 5 ◦C/min (Fig. S2). 
TN-I remains nearly unchanged upon the inclusion of ZnCdTeS QDs, 
consistent with the dielectric results. Notably, explaining the impact of 
doping nanostructures on TN-I of NLCs may be challenging. TN-I is 
influenced by the nanodopant’s chemical structure, shape, size, ligands, 
permanent polarization, and anchoring interactions between nano-
structure and the NLC molecules. The used QDs have a spherical shape, 
which differs from the shape of LC molecules. Anchoring interactions 
between the NLC molecules and the nanodopants result in a reduction in 
TN-I, while the permanent polarization of the nanostructures is a factor 
that contributes to an increase in TN-I. In this work, we believe that the 
system’s TN-I with the addition of ZnCdTeS QDs is constant as a result of 
the net effect of these major competitive effects. 

3.2. Electro-optical study 

For electro-optical measurements, a laser beam with a wavelength of 
632 nm was employed; hence, the samples’ transparency should be 
checked at this wavelength. Fig. 3 shows the transmittance spectra of 
NLCs containing different concentrations of ZnCdTeS QDs over the 
wavelength range of 350–750 nm. At the wavelength of 632 nm, the 
optical transmittance of samples remains nearly constant upon adding 
ZnCdTeS QDs up to 0.50 wt% and slightly lowers with additional 
introduction of QDs. It can be attributed to the light scattering caused by 
the aggregation of ZnCdTeS QDs. The average transmittance value of the 
NLC mixtures is 83.31% at the wavelength of 632 nm. 

The designed structure of the TN LC cell placed between two crossed 
polarizers is shown in Fig. 4. Because of the orthogonal anchoring ori-
entations on the ITO substrates, the long axis of the NLC molecules in a 
natural state cell twists by 90◦ from one substrate to another. Therefore, 
as shown in Fig. 4a, in the TN LC, the direction of beam light’s 

polarization rotates by 90◦, allowing it to pass through the second 
polarizer. When an electric field (stronger than the threshold switching 
value) is supplied to the TN cell, the NLC molecules rotate and align 
along the electric field’s direction, as illustrated in Fig. 4b. Therefore, 
the second polarizer blocks the emergent light because the incident 
light’ polarization direction remains unchanged. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the normalized transmittance as a function of 
voltage (V-T) for TN samples containing varied concentrations of 
ZnCdTeS QDs at 50 Hz and the temperature of 25 ◦C. The Vth of the 
normally white TN mode cell is the voltage at which the light trans-
mittance drops to 90% of its initial value at zero voltage [37,49]. As 
depicted in the inset of Fig. 5, Vth of the NLC cell drops upon the addition 
of the QDs. Table 1 presents the Vth values of TN LC samples containing 
varied amounts of the QDs at 25 ◦C. Vth is 2.56 V for the pure NLC 
sample, consistent with the values reported in the literature for pure E7 
[27,37]. The value of Vth decreases as the concentration of QDs rises to 
0.50 wt%, while it increases with further addition. This decrease in Vth 
implies that lower voltage is required to reorient molecules in ZnCdTeS 
QDs doped LC devices, which is advantageous for low-power display 
technology. In the LC sample, the splay elastic coefficient K11 could be 
examined, but the twist and bend elastic coefficients K22 and K33, 
respectively, can be ignored. According to the Freedericksz transition 
experiment [50], Vth is linked to K11 by: 

Vth = π
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
K11

ε0Δε

√

(1)  

in which ε0 is the permittivity of free space. Thus, K11 can be determined 
by measuring Vth and Δϵ. As demonstrated in Table 1, K11 declines as the 
concentration of QDs rises to 0.5 wt% but increases with an additionally 
increased concentration of the QDs. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the time-dependent transmittance intensity of TN LC 
samples when the applied field is switched on and off. The switching-on 
time, τon, is expressed as the time required for the TN cell transmittance 
to fall from 90% to 10% of the highest transmission after the introduc-
tion of voltage (off-on state) [51]. Fig. 6 indicates that the cell trans-
mittance rises with time when the applied voltage is switched off (on-off 
state). The switching-off time, τoff, is the time required for the TN cell 
transmittance to increase from 10% to 90% of the highest transmission 
after the voltage is switched off [51]. The switching-on time corre-
sponding to reorientation forced by the electric field is shorter than the 
switching-off time related to spontaneous relaxation reorientation. 

Table 1 
Measured dielectric anisotropy (Δε), the threshold voltage (Vth), the switching- 
on time (τon), the switching-off time (τoff), and estimated splay elastic constant 
(K11) and rotational viscosity (η) of NLC samples containing varied concentra-
tions of ZnCdTeS QDs at the temperature of 25 ◦C.  

samples Δε Vth 

(V) 
K11 (10− 11 

N) 
τon 

(ms) 
τoff 

(ms) 
η 
(mPas) 

None 11.89 2.56 6.99 4.81 13.91 15.36 
0.10 wt% 

QDs 
12.26 2.41 6.39 4.70 10.49 10.59 

0.25 wt% 
QDs 

12.95 2.36 6.47 4.18 8.16 8.34 

0.50 wt% 
QDs 

14.25 2.22 6.30 3.24 6.89 6.86 

0.75 wt% 
QDs 

13.41 2.30 6.37 3.42 7.08 7.13 

1 wt% QDs 12.61 2.52 7.19 3.94 12.57 14.28  

Fig. 3. Optical transmittance spectra of NLC samples containing different 
concentrations of the ZnCdTeS QDs as the function of wavelength at 25 ◦C. 
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Table 1 lists the values of τon and τoff for TN LC samples containing varied 
amounts of the QDs at 25 ◦C. τon and τoff for the pure NLC sample are 
4.81 ms and 13.91 ms, respectively, comparable to the values reported 
for pure E7 [52]. However, when ZnCdTeS QDs are added to the NLC, τon 
decreases to a minimum of 3.24 ms at 0.50 wt% but increases with 
further increased concentration. The variations of τoff as a function of the 
QDs concentration reveal a similar trend. For the NLC cell with 0.50 wt% 
ZnCdTeS QDs, the measured τoff is 6.89 ms, which is approximately 50% 
of the value obtained for the pure NLC. 

The two characteristic electro-optical response times, τon and τoff, of 
the nematic director, can be defined as [53]: 

τon =
ηd2

Δεε0V2 − K11π2, τoff =
ηd2

K11π2 (2)  

where η denotes the LC rotational viscosity, V applied voltage, and d is 
the thickness of NLC cell. The NLC rotational viscosity illustrates the 
friction between LC molecules in the rotation procedure. We expect 
increased dielectric anisotropy, enhanced NLC-QDs intermolecular in-
teractions, and decreased LC rotational viscosity to be factors respon-
sible for the significantly reduced τon and τoff. Due to the presence of 
functional groups such as –CN (hydrogen bond acceptor group) in E7 
NLC and the chemical structure of the synthesized QDs, it is expected 
that hydrogen bonds exist between LC molecules and QD molecules. 
Consequently, hydrogen-bonded intermolecular interactions will be 
expected between QDs and LC molecules, as well as between QDs 
themselves. 

The presence of QDs as external additives may increase internal 
friction and, therefore, rotational viscosity ⴄ, while the reduction of 
ionic impurities decreases ⴄ. The effect of these competitive factors on 
the electro-optical responses of the NLC samples is schematically 

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the TN LC cell located between two linear polarizers. (a) The incident light is transmitted through the normally twisted 
configuration, or (b) it is obstructed by an applied voltage (more than the threshold voltage). 

Fig. 5. Voltage-dependent optical transmittance for TN LC samples containing 
varied concentrations of ZnCdTeS QDs at 50 Hz and the temperature of 25 ◦C. 
The inset displays an expanded view of V-T curves close to the transmittance 
of 90%. 

Fig. 6. Time-dependent optical transmittance for TN LC cells containing varied 
concentrations of ZnCdTeS QDs at 25 ◦C. 
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represented in Fig. 7. When an electric field (E) over the threshold 
switching value is applied to the cell, the nematic system faces a torque 
proportional to ΔεE2 [54]; therefore, the nematic director can reorient 
parallel to the electric field. As shown in Fig. 7a, positive and negative 
ions can move toward electrodes in the presence of an electric field, 
creating an ion current in the cell. For the pure NLC sample, transport of 
the ionic impurities causes high internal friction among LC directors, 
leading to a slow electro-optical response. The collected ionic impurities 
on the electrodes generate an internal electric field, hence decreasing 
the effective voltage applied to the LC samples. Because of the screening 
effect, the Vth of the TN LC cell increases. 

The dispersed ZnCdTeS QDs reduce the ion transport and ion accu-
mulation on the substrate surfaces by trapping some concentration of 
mobile ions, as depicted in Fig. 7b. The decreased screening effect 
caused by the accumulated ionic impurities can be a crucial factor for 
the Vth reduction. Swiping the mobile ions, on the other hand, reduces η, 
hence quickening the electro-optical response of the nematic switching. 
According to the electro-optical results, the ionic impurities reduction is 
dominant when QDs up to 0.50 wt% are introduced to E7 NLC. With a 
further increase in QDs concentration, the presence of QDs as external 
additives in the system overcomes the effect of ionic impurity reduction. 
Indeed, if a high concentration of QDs is used, aggregation occurs in the 
NLC medium, resulting in a reduced QDs effective surface area for ion 
trapping, as shown in Fig. 7c. Aggregation of QDs increases rotational 
viscosity in the system and, consequently, slows the electro-optical 
response of nematic switching. The optimum weight percentage of 
ZnCdTeS QDs in an NLC mixture was determined to be 0.50 wt% from an 
applied perspective. η of NLC samples is obtained using Eq. (2) for τoff 
and is listed in Table 1 η of the sample of pure E7 NLC is 15.36 mPas. 
However, the value of η decreases when ZnCdTeS QDs are added and 
reaches 6.86 mPas at 0.50 wt%, whereas it increases when the quantity 
of QDs is increased further. 

3.3. Electrochemical study 

The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy technique is valuable 
for evaluating the carrier transport mechanism and capacitive features 
in solid and liquid materials’ bulk and interface areas [55]. Various 
electrophysical characteristics of the NLC samples are obtained using 
this technique. The magnitude of overall impedance (OI) and dielectric 
loss tangent are the main parameters that are expressed, respectively, as 
[56]: 

|Z| =
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
Z′2 + Z ′ ′2

√
(3)  

tan φ=
Z ′

Z′′
(4)  

which involve real Z′ and imaginary Z’’ components of the impedance. 
Fig. 8a depicts the frequency-dependent OI of NLC samples containing 
various concentrations of ZnCdTeS QDs at 25 ◦C. The variation trend of 
OI with increasing frequency for the pure E7 sample is consistent with 
the results previously reported [37,57]. The value of OI for undoped E7 
NLC exhibits a decreasing trend with an increase in frequency up to 37 
Hz. Afterward, it remains consistent as the frequency increases to 
approximately 350 Hz. The OI value then decreases linearly as the fre-
quency increases to 14 kHz. It drops gradually over 14 kHz, eventually 
attaining a horizontal asymptote. Similar behavior is observed for the OI 
of dispersed NLC samples with increasing frequency. However, in the 
low-frequency region, the doped NLCs demonstrate a minor shift toward 
lower frequencies compared to the pure E7 NLC. 

The value of OI reduces when ZnCdTeS QDs are introduced up to 
0.50 wt%, but rises as additional QDs are added. tan(φ) represents the 
dielectric loss or the power lost by an applied AC voltage inside a 
dielectric material. The frequency-dependent dielectric loss tangent of 
NLC samples containing varied concentrations of ZnCdTeS QDs is 
illustrated in Fig. 8b. The absolute value of tan(φ) increases with 
increasing frequency, attains a maximum at the saddle point frequency 
of the OI and then declines. At fpeak, the highest dielectric loss occurs 
when the applied electric field polarity changes slowly enough to enable 
the free ions to travel toward the electrodes with opposite charges. In 
this frequency regime, a space charge forms close to the interface, 
increasing the cell’s capacitance [57–59]. The real and imaginary parts 
of impedance decrease as the concentration of QDs rises up to 0.50 wt% 
but increase at higher concentrations (Fig. 8c and d). 

Fig. 9 depicts the impedance Nyquist plots, which are the imaginary 
part against the real part, of NLCs containing various concentrations of 
QDs. Different electrophysical parameters can be obtained by modeling 
the impedance data as a combination of cell resistance and capacitance. 
Various equivalent electrical circuits (EECs) for modeling NLC cells have 
been reported. Garcia et al. introduced a primary EEC including a par-
allel collection of NLC resistance, RLC, and NLC capacitance, CLC, cor-
responding respectively to the active and reactive manners of the NLC, 
in series with a resistance, RCR, representing the resistivity of the outer 
elements and cell electrodes connections [60]. This simplified model, 
utilized for NLC doped with multi-walled carbon nanotubes, is correct 
for materials with low conductivity and a frequency range from 100 Hz 
to 100 kHz. For modeling both high- and low-frequency behaviors of the 
NLC samples or the samples with moderate conductivity, Sprokel pre-
sented an EEC consisting of double-layer capacitance, CDL, in series with 
the paralleled set of CLC and RLC [61]. By inserting CDL, the possible 
formation of space-charge regions close to the electrodes, resulting from 
the confinement effect in an NLC sample, is regarded. Afterward, the 
EEC was expanded by employing a Warburg element W to describe the 
charge transport process in an NLC system [56]. The EEC model utilized 
in this study, a mix of the three formerly discussed models, is illustrated 

Fig. 7. Schematic representation of (a) pure NLC cell, (b) NLC cell containing ZnCdTeS QDs at optimum concentration, and (c) NLC cell containing higher QDs 
concentration before and after applying an electric field greater than the threshold switching value. 
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in the inset of Fig. 9. It should be noted that CLC is attributed to the 
perpendicular dielectric permittivity component, ε⊥, whereas RLC is 
related to residual impurities. Consequently, RLC can be considered a 
measurement of the sample’s conductivity. For modeling the impedance 

behavior in the low-frequency region, the ion drift and space charge 
accumulation close to the electrodes must be taken into account [56,58]. 
It was reported that in the high-frequency regime, the polarity changes 
too quickly for the ions to react; as a result, there are no formed space 
charges around the electrodes [58]. The Warburg impedance is given by 
Ref. [62]: 

Zw =
wsr
̅̅̅̅
ω

√ (1 − j)tanh
(

wsc
̅̅̅̅̅
jω

√ )
(5)  

in which wsr, bulk Warburg coefficient, and wsc, double-layer Warburg 
coefficient, can be expressed as below: 

wsr =
RTNA

F2Bns
̅̅̅̅̅̅
2D

√ (6)  

wsc =
δN
̅̅̅̅
D

√ (7)  

in which appear temperature T, gas constant R, Avogadroʼs constant NA, 
Faraday’ constant F, the surface area of sample B, the concentration of 
the mobile ions ns, the mobile ions effective diffusion coefficient D, and 
the Nernst diffusion layer thickness δN. In Fig. 9, symbols indicate the 
experimental data, while solid curves depict the highly accurate simu-
lation findings achieved by using the EEC model. For all Nyquist curves, 
the semicircle at the high-frequency region represents the charge 
transport resistance and the bulk NLC capacitance. In contrast, a sloping 
line at the low-frequency region reveals mobile ion diffusion and NLC 
double-layer capacitance. The semicircle’s edge and diameter reflect 
RCR and RLC, respectively [56,58,63]. The deviation of the semicircle 
centers from the real axis in Nyquist plots implies a non-Debye type 

Fig. 8. Overall impedance (a), dielectric loss tangent (b), the real component of impedance (c), and imaginary component of impedance (d) for NLC cells containing 
varied concentrations of the red emissive ZnCdTeS QDs at 25 ◦C. 

Fig. 9. Nyquist curves of NLCs containing varied concentrations of ZnCdTeS 
QDs at 25 ◦C. Symbols represent the measured value, while solid curves 
represent the results of simulation based on the equivalent circuit model dis-
played in the inset. 
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relaxation in the NLC mixtures. Table 2 lists the data obtained for the 
EEC model components RLC, CLC, CDL, and Wsr associated with the best 
fit. 

Various physical parameters, including electrical conductivity, 
mobility and diffusion coefficient of ions, and thickness of the Nernst 
layer, are derived utilizing simulation-obtained direct data. The elec-
trical conductivity of each NLC cell is computed using σ = L/RA, which 
involves the sample thickness L, the sample area A, and the LC resistance 
R acquired from the Nyquist curve. In the low-frequency region, in 
which the polarity of the applied electric field is preserved, impurity ions 
traverse a distance of d among the ITO electrodes during the transition 
time ttr. The ionic mobility is described as [56]: 

μ=
v
E
=

2d2fpeak

αV0
(8)  

which involves the ions drift velocity (v), the electric field intensity (E), 
the effective voltage between the substrates (V0), and α = CDL/CLC 
denoting the voltage attenuation coefficient inside the cell. Einstein’s 
equation relates ion mobility to the diffusion coefficient [56]: 

D=
μKBT

e
(9)  

in which kB represents the Boltzmann’s constant. The calculated pa-
rameters σ, μ, D, and δN for NLC samples containing varied concentra-
tions of ZnCdTeS QDs are presented in Table 2. 

The resistivity of connections and electrodes RCR stays relatively 
steady as dopant concentration increases. For the pure LC sample, the 
resistivity of the bulk RLC is 2.02 MΩ. RLC’s value drops when QDs are 
added and attains a minimum of 1.03 MΩ at 0.50 wt%, but it increases as 
QD concentration is further increased. The electrical conductivity σ is 
inversely proportional to RLC. As a reference, σ of the pure E7 is deter-
mined to be 1.37 × 10− 9 S cm− 1. With increasing ZnCdTeS QDs con-
centration, the conductivity increases to 2.69 × 10− 9 S cm− 1 at 0.50 wt 
% but drops on the further increase. This remarkable 96% increase in 
conductivity owing to the inclusion of only 0.50 wt% non-conductive 
ZnCdTeS QDs suggests that the QDs provide new paths for charge 
transfer in the LC medium. This is consistent with the view that the 
anisotropic nematic environment favors the organization of QDs into 
ordered chain-like arrangements. The organized QDs arrays serve as 
direct channels for charge transport in the LC medium. The conductivity 
of an LC system can be controlled by varying ZnCdTeS QD concentra-
tion. This conductivity-tunable LC system can be advantageous for cir-
cuits operating in a susceptible system. The capacitance of bulk NLC CLC 
increases systematically with increasing QD concentration, as seen in 
Table 2. The rise in CLC indicates that the perpendicular component of 
the permittivity for LC samples increases as the QD concentration in-
creases; hence, it implies that the connections between QD and LC 
molecules and the interaction between QDs improve. CDL of the LC cell 
rises on adding ZnCdTeS to 0.50 wt% and drops upon further addition of 
the QD. In a low-frequency region, when LC molecules at the interface 
interact with the QDs, a double layer emerges at the electrode and in the 
LC medium; therefore, increasing the ZnCdTeS QDs ratio increases the 
value of double-layer capacitance. In the low-frequency region, the 

double-layer capacitance predominates the impedance response since it 
is three orders of magnitude greater than CLC. Wsr reflects the resistivity 
of mobile ion diffusion from the bulk to the interface in the low- 
frequency region. Due to the fact that ZnCdTeS QDs interact with LC 
species, and ionic impurities prefer to reside on QDs rather than the 
electrode surface, increasing the QD ratio decreases the Warburg coef-
ficient. The trend of variation in the ion diffusion coefficient D and 
mobility μ is associated with the QDs’ ion-capturing mechanism. It has 
been reported that the concentration of QDs could significantly affect 
the concentration and diffusion coefficient of mobile ions in a QD-doped 
NLC system [64]. The induced dipole moments of the QDs can effec-
tively capture ions in the LC medium, enabling the residual ionic im-
purities to diffuse and transfer readily. The attendance of QDs as 
external additives may restrict the diffusion of ions, resulting in a drop in 
D and μ when a lower concentration of QDs is introduced. In the doped 
systems, as the concentration of QDs increases, the ions trapped on the 
QDs surface rise, leading to an increase in ion diffusion coefficient and 
mobility. However, when higher concentrations of QD are introduced, 
aggregation development in the LC environment reduces the effective 
surface for the ion-trapping process, resulting in a drop in D and μ. The 
inclusion of ZnCdTeS QDs lowers the thickness of the Nernst diffusion 
layer δN in a doped LC system compared to the pure E7 sample. No 
correlation is observed between δN and the concentration of QDs in the 
doped samples. 

4. Conclusion 

In summary, the impact of ZnCdTeS QD doping on the electro-optic 
switching, dielectric, and electrochemical responses of the E7 NLC was 
studied. The dielectric analysis demonstrated that, in the nematic phase, 
when ZnCdTeS QDs are introduced to the NLC, ε‖ increases more than ϵꓕ 
owing to the creation of self-organized QD arrays along the nematic 
director and the increased order parameter. The value of Δϵ enhanced as 
the concentration of QDs increased up to 0.50 wt% but then dropped 
when more QDs were added. Electro-optical measurements demon-
strated that the doping of ZnCdTeS QDs reduces the Vth and response 
time considerably. NLC containing ZnCdTeS QDs (0.50 wt%) exhibited a 
~50% decrease in the optical switching-off time compared to pure NLC. 
ZnCdTeS QDs can efficiently capture ionic impurities, resulting in fewer 
ions adsorbing on the electrodes and diminishing the screening effect. 
Electro-optical properties were improved due to the swiping of the 
mobile ions by QDs, enhancement of LC-QD and QD-QD intermolecular 
interactions, and increase in dielectric anisotropy within the NLC sys-
tem. The QDs provided novel channels for charge transfer in the LC 
medium, leading to an increase of ~96% in the NLC system’s electrical 
conductivity. In addition, the introduction of ZnCdTeS QDs considerably 
enhanced the charge capacitance of the NLC device. We believe such 
QDs-NLC mixtures would be valuable for the next generation of tunable 
optoelectronic devices. 
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